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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel inter-process communication,

between a virtual world manager with slow update rate and a
haptic controller with fast update rate, which incorporates the
integrated force given from the user to the world. High-speed
refresh rate, generally 1kHz, is required to present stiff virtual
objects that have spring-damper characteristic with haptic dis-
play. On the other hand, the managing of an interactive and rich
virtual world that takes a lot of computational time makes the re-
fresh rate as low as 10Hz, which is enough for perceptual cycle.

The dividing of the process into two has been proposed to
interact with such a world and inter-process communication be-
tween the processes has been discussed. Although the meth-
ods proposed previously work well on condition that the virtual
world is static, goes wrong on dynamic world.

The importance of the force integration on the object motion
acquisition is described and an inter-process communication that
cares about the force integration is proposed to remove the influ-
ence of the sampling timing. An experimental result shows that
the proposed method improve the accuracy of the operation.

1 INTRODUCTION
High-speed refresh rate generally 1kHz is required to

present stiff virtual objects that have spring-damper character
with haptic display. Lonnie and Wayne (1) reported that the up-
date rate of 100Hz for 6.7kN/m stiffness or 1kHz for 70kN/m is

necessary for stable operation.
Chang and Colgate (2), using a haptic display, made a

two-dimensional virtual world that consists of three fixed and
four movable objects with 1kHz updating. Ruspini and Khatib
(3) made three-dimensional dynamic models for haptic display.
Their system calculates dynamics at 1kHz update. Nahvi et al.
(4) have proposed a haptic controller, which calculates dynamic
force from the motion of the virtual mechanism. Their hap-
tic controller employs inverse dynamics and can present simple
mechanisms whose degrees of freedom is less than the degrees
of freedom of haptic interface. In These systems, the cycle of in-
teraction (getting finger position, updating dynamic models, and
giving haptic sensation) is managed in the same process. More
complex virtual world that takes a lot of computational time must
make the refresh rate slow.

1.1 Dividing haptic controller from world manager
The dividing of the process into two, to manage virtual

world with low update rate and to control haptic display with
high update rate, has been proposed to make more complex
world, and inter-process communication between the world man-
ager and the haptic controller has been discussed (5)(6)(7). With
these previous works, the world manager converts the local fea-
ture of the space near the user’s finger into the intermediate repre-
sentation (e. g. some primitives like planes, spheres...) and sends
them to the haptic controller. The haptic controller generates the
force that acts on the user’s finger based on the intermediate rep-



resentation with high update rate.
Complex dynamics requires much computation time. There-

fore, high performance haptic controller will be needed. If the
world manager calculates dynamics at low update rate, the load
of the haptic controller will be reduced. More over, the total com-
putation time will also be reduced. Therefore, the calculation
of the complex dynamics must be done by the world manager.
Brooks et al. (8) reported that it is enough for the haptic inter-
faces for tele-operation systems to send the information of the
position to the slave manipulator with update rate of 5 to 10Hz.
It means that the high update rate like 1kHz is not required for
the interaction between human and virtual object, but required
for the stable present of stiff surface. Therefore, the calculation
of the dynamics will be able to be done with low update rate by
the world manager.

Ruspini and Khatib (3) proposed proxy-blending technique
for complex dynamic models with slow update. However, their
system treats soft objects only.

1.2 Problem of coarse sampling
Although previous haptic system (5)(6)(7) (3) generally

works well on condition that the virtual world is static or the
virtual objects are soft, goes wrong for stiff objects on dynamic
virtual world.

Imagine, to understand easily, that a finger is flicking a mov-
able virtual object floated in the virtual world. The movement of
the object after the flicking depends on the timing of sampling to
measure the finger position. The difference between fig.1-A and
fig.1-B is sampling timing (phase). The sampling rates are same.
The finger moves on equal terms. The reflection forces, which
act on the user, are same in both cases. In the case of fig.1- A,
the flicking is detected and the object moves. On the other hand,
in the case of fig.1-B, the flicking is not detected and the object
does not move. We call the instability caused by timing differ-
ence of sampling “sampling coherency problem” in this paper.
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Figure 1. The influence of coarse sampling

The world manager sends rich information, or the feature
of the shape. While the haptic controller renders the haptic sen-
sation based on the feature of the shape. However, the haptic
controller sends poor information, or coarse sampled finger po-
sition, back to the world manager. If the haptic controller sends
more rich information back to the world manager, the intention
of the user will be transmitted correctly to the virtual world.

1.3 The purpose of this paper
The purpose of this paper is to construct a haptic display sys-

tem, which can present a virtual world consists of many dynamic
objects, which can’t be updated fast.

This paper explains the information, which is required for
the stable update of dynamic virtual world, and proposes a novel
haptic controller, which sends rich information back to the world
manager.

2 HAPTIC SYSTEM WITH FORCE INTEGRATION
The sampling coherency problem can be solved if the hap-

tic controller sends the finger trajectory, which is measured by
haptic controller with fast update rate. However, this causes two
problems.

1. The quantity of the communication will be increased.
2. The world manager must analyze the trajectory. In addition,

the analysis increases computation resources consumed by
world manager.

So, we think about the information, which is required for the
stable update of the motion of the object.

2.1 Object motion and force integration
This section describes that the object motion can be decided

by force integration (i.e. impulse, impetus).
Notation:

m: the mass of the object.
I: the matrix of inertia (3×3 matrix).
v: the velocity of the center of the gravity.
r: the position of the center of the gravity.
ω: the angular velocity of the object.
f : the force acts on the object.
p: the position where f acts on.

Dynamics of a rigid body is represented by:

m
dv
dt

= f (1)

I
dω
dt

= (p− r)× f (2)



Integrate equation (1) from t to t +∆t :

Z t+∆t

t
m

dv
dt

dt =
Z t+∆t

t
f dt

The velocity of the center of the gravity of the object at the next
update is:

v(t +∆t) = v(t)+
1
m

Z t+dt

t
f dt

Integrate equation (2) from t to t +∆t :

Z t+∆t

t

dIω
dt

dt =
Z t+∆t

t
(p− r)× f dt

In this case, ∆t is small and p and r are considered to be constant.

∆Iω= ((p− r)×
Z t+∆t

t
f dt)

The angular momentum of the object at the next update is:

I(t +∆t)ω(t +∆t) = I(t)ω(t)+((p− r)×
Z t+dt

t
f dt)

The motions of the objects depend on the force integration.

2.2 Proposal of inter-process communication
As described in section 2.1, instant force is not important

but the integrated force is important to acquire the motion of the
object. To remove the sampling coherency problem, we propose
an inter-process communication, in which haptic controller sends
back the information on the force integration to the world man-
ager. Fig.2 contrasts previous and proposed inter-process com-
munication.

The proposed haptic controller integrates the force given
from the user to the haptic display during the cycle of the world
manager, and sends the information on the integrated force back
to the world manager. The world manager updates the virtual
world with the information.

The following is the update procedure of proposed haptic
system.

1. World manager: Find the feature of the shape from the vir-
tual world.
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Figure 2. Haptic system with and without force integration

2. World manager: Send the feature of the shape to the haptic
controller.

3. Haptic controller with high update rate:

(a) Measure finger position.
(b) Interpolate feature of the shape to present the user.
(c) Render the haptic sensation.
(d) Integrate the presented force.

4. Haptic controller: Send the information on the force integra-
tion and finger position to the world manager.

5. World manager: Update the virtual world based on the force
integration.

2.3 Motion of flicked object with proposed method
Fig.3 shows the effect of the proposed method on the motion

of the flicked object.
In previous haptic system, the world manager calculates the

penetration of the finger based on the received finger position.
Then the world manager update the velocity of the object based
on the penetration, which is represented by the length of d in
fig.3. Therefore, the velocity of the object depends on the sam-
pling timing. In proposed haptic system, the haptic controller
calculates the force integration, which is represented by the area
of s in fig.3. Therefore, the proposed system solves the sampling
coherency problem.

3 DETAIL OF THE PROPOSED HAPTIC SYSTEM
We constructed a haptic system with proposed method. Fol-

lowing is the detail of the constructed haptic system.
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Figure 3. Motion of flicked object in the previous and proposed system

3.1 Preparation of feature of the shape
The world manager prepares the feature of the shape to in-

form to the haptic controller. In the constructed system, we em-
ploy some planes as the feature of the shape. The following is
the procedure of the preparation of planes.

1. Find objects located within a certain radius sphere whose
center is the finger.

2. On each object found by step 1, find the nearest point from
the finger (see fig.4-2).

3. For each object found by step 1, find the plane that goes
through the point found by step 2 and faces to the finger (see
fig.4-3).

It is noted that the word “plane” means the pair of the point
found in step 2 and the normal found in step 3.

3.2 Interpolation of the feature of the shape
The update rate of the information on the feature of the shape

is lower than the update rate of the haptic controller. If the hap-
tic controller renews the feature of the shape crudely informed
by the world manager, the force presenting to the user can sud-
denly change on a large scale and the presenting shape can be
felt chattered. Therefore, the haptic controller need to interpo-
late received feature of the shape to show a continuous motion of
the shape.

In the constructed system, we employ some planes as the
feature of the shape.

Finger position

2 Find the nearest point

The nearest point

3 Create plane

Position and normal

Figure 4. Preparation of planes

Notation:

i: The update counter of world manager (20Hz).
j: The update counter of haptic controller (1kHz).

PWi : Position of the plane sent from the world manager at the i
th update.

NWi : Normal of the plane sent from the world manager at the i
th update.

PHni+ j : Position of the plane interpolated by haptic controller at
the ni+ j th update.

NHni+ j : Normal of the plane interpolated by haptic controller at
the ni+ j th update.

Here, the haptic controller updates n times for one update of the
world manager. While the world manager updates from i th to
i+1 th update, the haptic controller updates from ni to ni+n−1
th update. The interpolated plane can be written in following.

PHni+ j =
j
n

PWi +
n− j

n
PWi−1

NHni+ j =
j
n

NWi +
n− j

n
NWi−1

This interpolation applies to each received plane by the haptic
controller.

3.3 Haptic rendering
The haptic controller calculates the force presenting to the

user based on the interpolated feature of the shape and measured
finger position of the user.

In the constructed system, spring-damper model (9) is em-
ployed and the force generated is proportion to the penetration of



the finger. The force presenting to the user can be represented as
following.
Notation:

∆t: The update period of the haptic controller.
f j: The force presented to user.

kp,kd : Spring and damper coefficient.
Cj: Finger position of the user.
D j: The nearest point to the user’s finger in the area of outside

of all planes.

The nearest point Dj is calculated from the several interpolated
planes (several pair of PHj andNHj ) based on God-object algo-
rithm proposed by Zilles and Salisbury (10).

f j = kp(D j −Cj)+ kd
((D j −Cj)− (D j−1 −Cj−1))

∆t

3.4 Integration of force
During the cycle of the world manager, the haptic controller

integrates the force given from the user to the world. The amount
of the force given by the user can be considered equivalent to the
amount of the force generated by the haptic controller, and the
direction of the forces is opposite.

The force integration is represented as following.
Notation:

Fi: Force integration, which is sent to the world manager at the
i th update of the world manager.

Fi =
n−1

∑
j=0

fn(i−1)+ j

3.5 Update of the virtual world
The world manager updates the motion of the virtual object

based on the received force integration. In the constructed sys-
tem, virtual objects are treated as solid objects. Following repre-
sents the update of the motion of an object.
Notation:

m: the mass of the object.
I: the matrix of inertia (3×3 matrix).

ri: the position of the center of the gravity.
vi: the velocity of the center of the gravity.
ωi: the angular velocity of the object.
pi: the position where Fi acts on.

vi = vi−1 +
1
m

Fi

Iiωi = Ii−1ωi−1 +((pi − ri)×Fi)

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Computer simulation of the motion of flicked ob-

ject on the floor
A computer simulation was done to evaluate the effect of

the proposed method. The situation of the simulation was that
the user’s finger flicks a virtual object. In Fig.5, we applied only
intermediate representation in the case of A, and we applied not
only intermediate representation but also integration of the force
in B. Both graphs showed five lines that represented the motion
of the virtual object. The differences of these five dotted lines
were the sampling timing (phase) of the world manager. The
simulation result shows that the proposed method, in case of B,
had less influence of sampling timing compared to the previous
method, in the case of A.
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Figure 5. Simulation result

4.2 Experiment
4.2.1 Experimental system An experimental system

had been constructed. The haptic interface device used here
was SPIDAR (11) using tensed strings. A PC with Pentium-II



300MHz was used for managing world, controlling haptic inter-
face, and rendering computer graphics.

The update frequency of the world manager was 20Hz and
that of the haptic controller was 1000Hz. The haptic controller
showed 50 interpolated planes in a cycle of the world manager.
The stiffness of the spring-damper model was 2kN/m. The vir-
tual world was constructed with a three-dimensional physical
simulator; the gravity, aerial resistance, and collisions and fric-
tions among the objects were also taken in to consider.

4.2.2 Experimental task An experiment had been
carried out and showed the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The experimental task was as following. In the virtual world, a
cube of 1kg was placed on a floor at the distance scale of 0cm
(Fig.6). Subjects were asked to tap the cube once to move the
cube forward to the distance scale of 30cm.

The experiment was done with two different (proposed and
previous) methods of force calculation. Subjects completed the
task with one certain method 30 times and with another method
30 times.

Finger position
Virtual object 0cm

10cm
20cm

30cm
40cmTarget position

Figure 6. The picture of the experimental task.

4.2.3 Experimental result Fig.7 showed the position
where the cube stopped. It showed that with the proposed
method, the subject could learn how to move the cube to the cor-
rect position, but with the previous method, he could not. Fig.8
showed the average of the deviation error of the stop position of
last 20 trials. The result showed that the proposed method obvi-
ously improved the accuracy of the operation.

5 RESULTS
The proposed method will be able to apply to various mod-

els of dynamics. At present, we made a virtual environment with
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Figure 7. The stop position of the virtual object
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Figure 8. Compare of the accuracy of the operation

impulse-based simulator (12). More than 20 movable spheres
could be put on a fixed rectangular floor in the virtual world.
Each sphere had six DOF and frictions and gravity were con-
sidered. The user could both operate and feel the objects in the
natural way.



6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Contrast force display and graphics display

In graphics systems, the graphics renderer was divided from
the world manager earlier than the haptic controller and special
hardware were developed. Therefore, we construct division of
haptic controller and that of graphics renderer.

6.1.1 Division of graphics system A graphics dis-
play is an output device to present information to the user, but
not an input device. Therefore, the information flows from the
virtual world to the user as shown in fig.9.

The division of the graphics system makes the information
from the virtual world rich information.

6.1.2 Division of haptic system A haptic display
not only displays shapes and forces but also inputs the finger po-
sition of the user and the force given by user. Therefore the flow
of the information becomes both directional as shown in fig.10.

Previous haptic systems for complex virtual world employ
rich information in the communication from the virtual world
to the user, but employ poor information in the communication
from the user to the virtual world. Therefore, previous system
can not transmit user’s intention correctly to the virtual world. In
the proposed system, the virtual world receives rich information,
or force integration. Therefore, the system can transmit the user’s
intention correctly.
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Figure 9. Process division in graphics systems

6.2 Representation of friction
The haptic controller interpolates the position of the plane.

Because the position of the plane is the position of the point
where the collision between the finger and the object may occur,
the velocity of the plane is different from the velocity of the ob-
ject, which is expressed by the plane. To represent friction, the
world manager must send also the velocity of the object to the
haptic controller. Because the relative velocity from the object to
the finger becomes necessary to calculate the frictional force.
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Figure 10. Process division in haptic systems

We had already loaded this idea and confirmed that the fric-
tion could be expressed.

6.3 Layers in the haptic system
This paper described that natural update of the virtual world

can be achieved by adding a few function to the haptic controller
and using rich information for the communication. Adding more
function to the haptic controller and using more rich informa-
tion for the communication, more natural update of virtual world
will be able to achieve. Therefore, haptic system with various
dividing point can be constructed (fig.11). We construct a haptic
system with more functional haptic controller, which calculate
some part of the motion of solid object. The haptic system im-
proves the haptic sensation in case the world manager updates
more slowly.
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6.4 Deformation of objects
There are some methods to deform a virtual object using

haptic interface. These methods deform an object based on the
penetration of the finger to the object (13). The proposed method
could be able to realize subtle deformations of objects by the
deformation based on the integrated force. Experiment is to be
carried out to support the idea.

7 CONCLUSION
A new scheme of haptic V.R. system was proposed. In this

scheme, the haptic controller integrates the force from user to
haptic display and sends the integration of force to the world
manager. It was shown that proposed method removes the sam-
pling coherency problem. An experiment was made to check the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Results showed that pro-
posed method improve the accuracy of the operation.
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